k-mismatch shortest unique substring (SUS) queries have been proposed and studied very recently due to its useful 5 applications in the subfield of computational biology. The k-mismatch SUS query over one given position of a string asks for a shortest 6 substring that covers the given position and does not have a duplicate (within a Hamming distance of k) elsewhere in the string. The 7 challenge in SUS query is to collectively find the SUS for every position of a massively long string in a both time-and space-efficient 8 manner. All known efforts and results have been focused on improving and optimizing the time and space efficiency of SUS 9 computation in the sequential CPU model. In this work, we propose the first parallel approach for k-mismatch SUS queries, particularly 10 leveraging on the massive multi-threading architecture of the graphic processing unit (GPU) technology. Experimental study performed 11 on a mid-end GPU using real-world biological data shows that our proposal is consistently faster than the fastest CPU solution by a 12 factor of at least 6 for exact SUS queries (k ¼ 0) and at least 23 for approximate SUS queries over DNA sequences (k > 0), while 13 maintaining nearly the same peak memory usage as the most memory-efficient sequential CPU proposal. Our work provides 14 practitioners a faster tool for SUS finding on massively long strings, and indeed provides the first practical tool for approximate SUS 15 computation, because the any-case quadratical time cost of the state-of-the-art sequential CPU method for approximate SUS queries 16 does not scale well even to modestly long strings.
that allow mutations to be considered in the search for SUS. 48 
Prior Work

49
The work of Haubold et al. [2] uses suffix tree and a hashing 50 technique to find the exact SUS for any string in linear time, 51 where their focus is to find the global SUS of the entire 52 string without considering the coverage of any particular 53 string positions. The SUS finding in their work is mainly 54 used for research of comparing genome segments without 55 alignment. This research is written for biologists and thus 56 lacks rigorous algorithmic analysis.
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[7] studied a general-73 ized version of SUS query that asks for a SUS covering a 74 string position interval rather than a single position. They 75 presented algorithms that preprocess any string of size n 76 using OðnÞ time and space, and then can answer any posi-77 tion interval-based SUS query in Oð1Þ time. The idea of their 78 work is to reduce the position interval-based SUS query 79 problem to the well-known range minimum queries from 80 computational geometry. Hon et al. [8] , [9] presented a new 81 approach that allows in-place computation of k-mismatch 82 SUS-a new type of SUS queries they proposed. Their in-83 place algorithms still keep the OðnÞ time cost for exact SUS 84 queries (k ¼ 0), while having to spend Oðn 2 Þ time cost for 85 approximate SUS queries where mismatches are consid-86 ered. Table 1 summarizes the time and space complexities 87 of different solutions for the SUS finding problem. 88 In 2016, Mieno et al. [10] presented work on finding the 89 SUS for compressed strings. They are able to solve exact SUS 90 queries on run-length encoded strings, which is a form of 91 data compression that stores consecutive runs of the same 92 characters as a single piece of data. Their work uses a modi-93 fied suffix array to calculate the SUS in Oðm log mÞ time and 94 OðmÞ space, where m is the size of the run-length encoding of 95 a string. Lower bound results on exact SUS point and interval 96 queries are reported in [11] . They proved that there are less 97 than 1:5n point SUSes, and no more than 2n interval SUSes in 98 a string, where n is the number of characters in the string. 99 
Our Contribution
100
All prior efforts on SUS computation have been focused on 101 improving and optimizing the computation in the sequen-102 tial CPU model. In this work, we proposed the first parallel 103 method for SUS queries in the shared-memory model, par-104 ticularly leveraging on the massive multi-threading GPU 105 technology. Our work offers practitioners with a faster tool 106 for SUS finding, which becomes essential when massively 107 long strings such as genomic sequences are involved. 108 Experimental study performed on a mid-end GPU 109 using real-world biology data shows that our pro-110 posal is consistently faster than the fastest CPU solu-111 tion by a factor of at least 6 for exact SUS queries 112 (k ¼ 0), and at least 23 for approximate SUS queries 113 (k > 0) over DNA sequences, while maintaining 114 nearly the same peak memory usage as is needed by 115 the most memory-efficient sequential CPU method. 116 The speedup of our proposal for approximate SUS 117 queries even becomes increasingly significant as the 118 string size increases, due to a smaller time cost 119 growth rate of our proposal than the existing CPU 120 method's. 121 Our proposal indeed provides the first useful tool in 122 practice for approximate SUS finding over long 123 strings such as those from biology study. The state-124 of-the-art sequential CPU solution for approximate 125 SUS query has a quadratic time complexity in any 126 case and for any value k > 0, and can take weeks to 127 process a string whose size is only around 100 MB. 128 
PROBLEM FORMULATION
129
We consider a string S½1::n, where each character S½i is 130 drawn from an alphabet S ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; sg. We say the charac- 131 ter S½i occupies the string position i. A substring S½i::j of S rep-132 resents S½iS½i þ 1 . . . S½j if 1 i j n, and is an empty 133 string if i > j. We call i the start position and j the ending posi-134 tion of S½i::j. We say the substring S½i::j covers the kth posi-135 tion of S, if i k j. String S½i 0 ::j 0 is a proper substring of 136 another string S½i::j if i i 0 j 0 j and j 0 À i 0 < j À i. The 137 length of a non-empty substring S½i::j, denoted as jS½i::jj, is 138 j À i þ 1. We define the length of an empty string as zero. 139 The Hamming distance of two non-empty strings A and B and j 0 À i 0 < j À i. Oðn 2 Þ OðnÞ in-place algorithm for k-mismatch SUS 1. Since any SUS may have multiple choices, it is our arbitrary decision to resolve the ties by picking the leftmose choice. However, our solution can also be easily modified to find any other choice.
S½i::n, denoted as S i , 1 i n. S i is a proper suffix of S, 
177
The suffix array SA½1::n of the string S is a permutation of 178 f1; 2; . . . ; ng, such that for any i and j, 1 i < j n, we 179 have S½SA½i::n < S½SA½j::n. That is, SA½i is the start posi-180 tion of the ith smallest suffix in the lexicographic order. The 181 rank array RA½1::n is the inverse of the suffix array, i.e., 182 RA½i ¼ j iff SA½j ¼ i. In this section, we present our GPU solution for the k-mis-217 match SUS queries. Fig. 1 shows the high-level picture of 218 the strategy in the computation for both exact and approxi-219 mate SUS. Our strategy makes full use of the GPU resource 220 in the sense that all computation involved happens on the 221 GPU. Given the string S, the only work for the CPU host is 222 to ship the string S to the GPU memory as the input for the 223 rest of the computation. In the rest of this section, we will explain the algorithmic 242 and design details of each route, from the input string S to 243 the answers for SUS queries. We start with the following 244 notation that is used frequently in the rest of this section. 2. For simplicity and clearness of exposition, we neglect the details on the rounding of floating point numbers that happens in division operations of integers. It is trivial to handle such engineering details in implementation.
access is in a sequential manner, this parallel construction of 271 the rank array is cache efficient. any walk, we first find: q ¼ maxfp j LSUS k p exists and p 573 maxðPðn; t; iÞÞg, i.e., q is the largest string position such that:
574
(1) There is an LSUS starting from that position.
(2) It is on 575 or before the right boundary of the work area of thread i. 576 We can easily find q by checking LSUS maxðPðn;t;iÞÞ towards 577 the left until we meet q at which we observe the first existing 578 LSUS. After that, the walk within each thread i searching for 579 SUS k p , for each p 2 Pðn; t; iÞ, only needs to start from the 580 string position minðp; qÞ toward the left. posal is consistently faster than IPSUS by a factor of at least 668 6. More precisely, our GPU proposal has a speedup of 6.09x 669 and 6.72x for protein and DNA sequences, respectively. (2) Figs. 9 and 10 also show 734 that, the longer the string is, the more speedup our GPU 
